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ASTRO CHEAT SHEET
November 16th: Mercury stations retrograde in Sagittarius (8:33pm EST)

other important influences: Venus stations Direct (5:51am EST), Mercury square 

Neptune; Jupiter square Mars

Matters of the heart and mind are cloudy now. Intuition and instinct are accessible but 

not to be acted on immediately. Take things slowly when possible. No contracts or big 

purchases!

November 22nd: Sun enters Sagittarius (4:01a EST)

Sagittarius season begins! 

November 23rd: Gemini Full Moon (12:39a EST)

With the Sun conjunct Jupiter and opposite the Moon, there is trickster energy in play. 

There will be tendency toward drama and exaggeration, even lies potentially, and 

remember that the full moon exposes and makes things visible. Powerful energy to 

work with intentionally, to consciously manifest or work magic. Tricky energy for 

arguments of high emotions. Lay low if possible. 

November 24th: Neptune stations direct

Great day for divination and dreamwork. However, can also bring anxiety. With 

Neptune this is usually a result of feeling ungrounded. Connect to the earth, or 

something that feels solid and reassuring to you. 
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December 1th: Mercury (still retrograde) enters Scorpio (6:12a EST) 

Mercury will spend the last few days of retrograde in the sign of Scorpio, bringing 

closure to themes of the Jupiter in Scorpio year, as well as some Venus Retrograde 

topics

December 2th: Venus (now direct) enters Scorpio (12:02p EST)

Now we begin to revisit or come to new understanding of some of the early Venus 

Retrograde themes of events (during the month of October)

December 6th: Mercury Direct! (4:22p) 

We made it! Mercury Retrograde is complete. Keep in mind that the day Mercury 

changes direction is one of the strongest of the whole retrograde. Continue all your 

Mercury Retro dos and don’ts for at least 5 more days. 

December 7th: New Moon in Sagittarius (2:20a EST)

New Moon, for setting powerful intention for the next 12 months of Jupiter in 

Sagittarius, and for this next lunar cycle
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